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Today, White Activists in Seven Cities Demonstrated Against Police Violence 

Called for Changes to Policing That Have Resulted in Murders of Black People 

 

Today activists with seven chapters of Showing Up for Racial Justice -- a national network of 
groups and individuals organizing White people for racial justice -- engaged in nonviolent direct 
action together in order to call for immediate changes to policing in the U.S. White activists in 
Chicago IL, Fairfax VA, Philadelphia PA, Portland OR, Madison WI, Louisville KY and Hudson 
NY demonstrate against police violence, with more cities to follow later in the week. (List of local 
releases and demonstration info available here.) 
 

Photos from the demonstrations can be found here, attributable courtesy of Showing Up for 
Racial Justice. 
 

Sample tweets curated below, more available by following #EndWhiteSilence & #SURJ.  
Philly: Tweet link 

Fairfax: Tweet link 

Chicago: Tweet link 

Philadelphia: Tweet link 

Louisville: Tweet link 

 

 

Four SURJ members were arrested in Fairfax, VA, while blocking the street near the Adult 
Detention Center, demanding that Sheriff Stacey Kincaid fire the deputies responsible for the 
murder of Natasha McKenna a year ago. One of those arrested, Brendan Orsinger, 34, said, 
"Our silence perpetuates violence. Too often we take our privilege and walk away from tough 
conversations. I don't want to be complicit in oppression anymore." McKenna's family filed a 
wrongful-death lawsuit against the sheriff's department one week ago. 
 

In Madison, WI, six White activists connected to Groundwork the local SURJ chapter linked 
their arms to block the doors inside the downtown Madison Police Department office in 
collaboration with Freedom Inc and Young Gifted and Black Coalition. In Chicago, several 
dozen demonstrated at City Hall to denounce what they called #TheBluestLie - the effort by city 
aldermen to give police protection under the Hate Crimes Act.  
 

Dozens of Philadelphia SURJ members blocked streets this morning to hold a public memorial 
service, reading the names of Black people who had been killed by police and demanding that 
Mayor Kenney stop defending lawsuits against police officers who kill.  
 

In Louisville, nearly 200 people literally lifted up large color posters of people of color who had 
been killed by police officers, and read dozens of their names out loud. "It's time to end White 
silence to these murders. There are no bystanders here -- we are all affected by the terror 
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wrought in Black communities, and it's in our self-interest as White people to help stop the 
epidemic of police violence," said Rebecca Frederick, 30, from Louisville and a mother of three. 
 

Following the murders of Alton Sterling, Philando Castile, and Delrawn Small last week, White 
people across the country have been moved to take action in resistance to police violence. The 
actions that took place on Monday and that will continue throughout the week are calling for: 
 

 An end to violence by police toward Black and Brown people 
 A denunciation by local police unions and police representatives of these shootings 
 A clear explanation by local police departments of how they will end the epidemic of 

violence against Black and Brown people 
 An end to "Blue Lives Matter" bills, which empower violent opponents of the Movement 

for Black Lives and distract from the central focus of ending police killings of Black and 
Brown people 

 

Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ) is a national network of groups and individuals organizing 
White people for racial justice. Through community organizing, mobilizing, and education, SURJ 
moves White people to act as part of a multi-racial majority for justice with passion and 
accountability. We work to connect people across the country while supporting and collaborating 
with local and national racial justice organizing efforts. SURJ provides a space to build 
relationships, skills and political analysis to act for change. Follow us on Facebook & Twitter. 
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